
Valsellera Extra Brut
Limited Edition

Francone – Neive

GRAPE VARIETALS
100% Chardonnay

BOTTLES PRODUCED
41 Cases 

VINEYARD LOCATION
Throughout Langhe

DRINK OR HOLD?
Drink 

SERVING TEMPERATURE
6-8°C/65°F

Why We Chose This Wine

Fabrizio Francone has always been a favorite of ours. In fact, as some of you may
remember we interviewed him about his fantastic 100% Nebbiolo Valsellera Rose Brut. When
we were freed up from our last lock down, Francone was the first winery we visited to taste
all the new vintages especially for the Barbarescos. Yet Fabrizio surprised us and started off
the tasting with a very special Extra Brut Limited Edition. There are only 500 total bottles
made and you have 1 of them! Salute!

Winemaking

Soft press with clarification and fermentation at low temps. Second fermentation in the
bottle and rests on the lees for 75 months!

Tasting Notes

Bright golden color with a expressive nose of stone fruits and bread crust. On the palate it is
bright, balanced with a fruity and sapid flavor profile. The finish is long with a hint of toasted
hazelnuts.

Pairing

Finger foods and seafood dishes.



Why We Chose This Wine

Arneis reigns in the Roero region and Negro is one of the top producers! The earliest records
of the family's winemaking dates back to 1670. Their deep roots in Roero can not be denied!
Negro  specialize in Arneis by making 4 different versions including a sparkling Pas Dose and a
7 year-old aged white wine so if anyone knows this grape well, it is them. Arneis means little
rascal and was used in the past to distract the animals from the Nebbiolo grapes. Its rebellious
and difficult ways in the vineyard left space for easier international grapes like Chardonnay.
Luckily, in the last few decades, Arneis has made a comeback. Thanks to the tenacity of the
Roero winemakers and families such as Negro who strive to promote the native grape
varietals, Roero Arneis is now a well loved white wine in the land of the reds. Although  this
particular wine is the Negro's simplest expression, it is still coming from a single vineyard plot in
Monteu Roero and vinified with care. We love its typicity and freshness and hope you do too!

Winemaking 
Cryomaceration for 20% with maceration for 8-10 hours. Fermentation in stainless steel with
battonage for minimum of 4 months. No malolactic fermentation.

Tasting Notes

Intense straw yellow with typical aromas of peaches and acacia 
flowers along with some slight tropical fruit notes as well. 
Medium bodied with beautiful acidity and a long sapid finish.

Pairing
Finger foods and appetizers. Fish dishes.

GRAPE VARIETALS
100% Arneis.

VINEYARD LOCATION
Single cru from Roero known for 
sandy soils with shell fossils in 
Serra Lupini in Monteu Roero

AGING POTENTIAL
Drink

SERVING TEMPERATURE
10-15°C/50-54°F

Roero Arneis DOCG
“Serra Lupini”

Angelo Negro – Monteu Roero



Why We Chose This Wine
Internationally, most people are familiar with the Piemontese whites, Gavi and Arneis
but very few have ever heard of Favorita. Favorita was possibly given this name
because it was the favorite of King Vittorio Emanuele II. It is the only DOC wine with
required Favorita grapes and is nearly the same grape as Vermentino which is
usually grown in Sardinia, Liguria and Tuscany.  It is known for being light and crisp
but hard to grow because of its susceptibility to disease which is why Arneis has
become more popular in the more recent years.
Fratelli Alessandria is one of our favorite historical wineries located in Verduno (one
of the eleven villages in the Barolo appellation). The winery dates back to 1870!
“Fratelli Alessandria is one of Piedmont's under the radar jewels”, Antonio Galloni.

Winemaking
Spontaneous fermentation in stainless steel for 20-25 days where it then gets
transferred to stainless steel tanks where it stays for 4-6 months before release

Tasting Notes
Pale yellow with very delicate notes of white flower and
white stone fruit. On the palate it is extremely dainty and
fresh with a beautiful minerality. 

Pairing
Appetizers, smoked salmon, fresh cheeses

GRAPE VARIETALS
100% Favorita (related to Vermentino)

VINEYARD LOCATION
Different vineyards within the Verduno with soils
of sands, clays with a high proportion of
limestone.

BOTTLES
330

AGE OF VINES 
35  years old 

DRINK OR HOLD?
Drink 

SERVING TEMPERATURE
10-12°C/50-54F° 

Langhe Favorita DOC

Fratelli Alessandria – Verduno



Why We Chose This Wine
I had to send a customized shipment of hard to find Timorassos for a wine writer/educator this
year as part of a research project. Since the Tortona Hills are still quite far from the Barolo
area although still in Piedmont so I had to get them shipped and decided to  order a few
samples for myself. One that stood out from the rest was a small organic winery called
Cascina Gentile from the province of Alessandria. So we hopped in the van and drove 2
hours away to visit this quiet hardworking young man Daniele Oddone, who is the 3rd
generation winemaker in the family. He fully believes in being as organic and respectful to
nature as he can. This Timorasso is the newest entry (2015) in the range and comes from the
Tortonesi hills which was originally called Derthona in Roman times. The land here is unspoiled
and finds itself between the Lombardy plains, the Emilia-Romagna hills, the Ligurian sea and
the French-Italian Alps giving it a unique terroir producing wines with minerality, salinity and
freshness.

Winemaking
Maceration for 24 hours with skins, pressed and racked cold where it then goes through a
fermentation for 35-40 days! After the first racking it rests on the lees for 12 months and is
stirred every 10-15 days. Rests in stainless steel.

Tasting Notes
Intense bouquet of apricots with floral notes of chamomile 
and white field flowers with a hint of petrol. On the palate
full bodied, balanced with notes of ripe stone fruit and 
minerals with beautiful sapidity on the finish.

Pairing
Crustaceans, Seafood chowders and seafood

GRAPE VARIETALS
100% Timorasso.

VINEYARD LOCATION
Cassano Spinola in the Tortona Hills in Alessandria .

BOTTLES
416 cases

DRINK OR HOLD?
Drink 

SERVING TEMPERATURE
10-12°C/50-54° F

Colli Tortonesi Timorasso DOC
“Derthona”

Cascina Gentile – Alessandria



Why We Chose This Wine

To be honest, I always thought of Gavi as an inexpensive white wine lacking in character.
When I was studying wines for my certificate I needed to re-taste the grape Cortese and my
local wine shop suggested this one. It was the best Gavi I had tasted and it completely
changed my mind! In fact Minaia is even the name of a specific plot known for being a
high quality growing area.This family has set the bar for many other wineries in the area and
is thought to be one of the producers making some of the most elegant and representative
Gavis in town. Just like in the Barolo denomination, there are 11 villages that can make
wines in this Gavi DOCG

Winemaking

Fermentation in stainless steel with aging in stainless on lees for approximately 5 months. 

Tasting Notes

Intense bright yellow with chalky mineral nose with hints of citrus. 
Refreshing on the palate, precise, sapid with persistent finish.

Pairing

Baked scallops, shrimp risotto, baked white fish

GRAPE VARIETALS
100% Cortese di Gavi

SOIL
Red iron rich clay

DRINK OR HOLD?
Drink 

SERVING TEMPERATURE
8°C/46°F

Gavi del Comune di Gavi DOCG
“Minaia”

3 Bicchieri Gambero Rosso

Nicola Bergaglio – Gavi



Why We Chose This Wine
I remember the first time I found out that a white wine from central Italy had the same name as one
of my favorite cheeses, Pecorino. I was intrigued! I re-tasted the varietal this summer during our
Abruzzo trip when we dined at a beautiful seaside restaurant. A well-regarded oenologist, agronomist
and consultant from Piemonte, had recommended this wine, telling me to keep my eye out for it. We
thought it would be a nice surprise for the white selection as a featured guest region wine. Pecorino
was nearly extinct until the 1990s because of its low yields. When it was rediscovered and slowly
brought back to life, the grape was appreciated by wine growers for its high acid, high alcohol and
resistance to mildews. It is thought to have originated in the neighboring region Marche and was most
likely named after grazing sheep who loved to nibble on it in the countryside. 
The Pasetti family has been making wine for 5 generations and invested in vineyards in the Abruzzo
national park, Gran Sasso and Monti della Laga where the vineyards' high elevations contribute to
complex wines with expressive aromas and sapidity.  Pasetti is the only company in Italy allowed to
put the National Park logo on the back of their bottles!

Winemaking 
Soft press with static decantation to follow with fermentation in stainless steel at low temperatures. The
wine stays in stainless steel for 2 months and then kept in the bottle for at least 2 more months.

Tasting Notes
Straw yellow with aromas of yellow pulp fruit, grapefruit and
limes. The high acid is perfectly balanced with sapidity,
medium body and long persistence.

Pairing
Sushi, vegetable ricotta lasagna, medium aged cheeses

GRAPE VARIETALS
100% Pecorino

VINEYARD LOCATION
Pescosansonesco at 550 mt. And Capestrano at
450 mt. In the heart of the National Park.

Drink or Hold
Drink

SERVING TEMPERATURE
8-10°C/46-54°F

Pecorino DOC

Pasetti – Abruzzo
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